Development
Specific Textual Evidence: For each claim the paper makes, the author has brought in specific details from the
game to back up what they are saying: _________/16
Textual and Rhetorical Awareness: The author has shown a strong awareness of how the text’s content as
well as rhetorical moves beyond the text have influenced the text’s message:_______/16
Purpose and Focus
Strong Thesis: The author has a strong, argumentative thesis that is detailed and used to set up their paper:
_________/16
Analysis, Not Summary: The paper’s focus is on analyzing and interpreting the text’s message. The summary
is minimal and effective: ________________/16
Organization
Intro and Conclusion: The author has an interesting introduction that draws the reader in and provides
necessary information and a strong conclusion which goes beyond simple summarization: ________/16
Effective Structure: The paper is organized in a clear, logical way. Paragraphs stay focused on singular topics
and transition from one idea to the next throughout the paper: ____________/16
Editing and Proofreading: The paper is relatively free of grammar errors and typos. _________/4
Total: __________/100 Additional Comments:
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